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Abst ract - -When a function is singular but infinitely differentiable at the origin, its power se- 
ries diverges factorially and its Chebyshev coefficients are proportional to exp(-constant  r) for 
0 < r < 1. The two case studies presented here are novel by exemplifying the limits r --* 0+ and 
r --~ 1-, respectively. 
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1. INTRODUCTION:  A BR IEF  REVIEW 
Divergent power series of the form 
f(e) '~ ~ bn ~n (1) 
j=O 
typical ly  diverge factorially, that  is, 
bn "~ [ ](n!) G " ([ ](Gn)!) ,,- [] exp(anlog(n)), n --+ 0o, (2) 
where G is the "Gevrey order" [1] of the asymptot ic  series. The empty  brackets [ ] represent 
factors varying more slowly with n than the factorial  and also osci l lations in n, factors irrelevant 
for present purposes. In contrast,  the series of shifted Chebyshev polynomials  
oo 
f(e) = E anT*(c), ~ e [0, 1] (3) 
n=O 
converges. 
When the Gevrey order G is positive and finite, Miller [2], El l iott  and his students [3] and 
N@meth [4] have derived large n asymptot ic  approximat ions for the Chebyshev coefficients of 
many special functions. Typical ly, 
an ~ [ ]exp  ( -pn  r ) ,  (4) 
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where p and r are positive constants. Boyd [5,6] proved the inequality 1 
2 G 
- -  > r > 1 - - -  (5 )  
G+2 - - 2 '  
for the so-called "Stieltjes" functions which are defined by 
S(~) - ~ 
p(t) 
dt (1 + ~t)' (6) 
for an otherwise arbitrary p(t) that meets two conditions: 
(i) p > 0 V t E [0, oo], and 
(ii) the moment integrals b~ - Jo  tnp(t)dt exist for all n. 
Unfortunately, not all divergent power series are Stieltjes functions. 
Nothing was previously known about Chebyshev series when G is infinite ("superfactorial" in 
Berry's terminology [7]) or zero ("subfactorial"). 
2.  RESULTS:  SUBFACTORIAL  D IVERGENCE 
 -exp( 
has zero Gevrey order as follows from its Taylor coefficients 
{ 1} 
log Ib~UUl ~ n log [log(n) - log (log(n))] log(n) " (8) 
Figure 1 (left panel) shows that  the approximation is quite accurate. Equation (8), like the as- 
ymptot ic  approximations for Chebyshev coefficients, is derived by the method of steepest descent. 
This is equivalent o fitting a Gaussian function to the integrand and using the known integral 
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Figure 1. Left panel: A comparison of [b~ ub] (solid) with its asymptotic approxi- 
mation (circles). Right panel: The exact integrand for n = 60 (solid) is compared 
to the Gaussian which is fitted to it in the steepest descent approximation (circles). 
The maximum absolute rror of the Gaussian is, for n = 60, only about 2.5% of the 
maximum of the integrand. 
116] has a typo in equation (24), but the rest of the paper including the abstract is correct. 
Asymptotic Chebyshev Coefficients 
The Chebyshev coefficients (Figure 2) are 
l a~ ub ] ~ 2v~ n-1/2 logl/a(n) exp(¢), 
13 
(9) 
59 2 ~ log log(n) + 2 + so 
,~ -n  log172(n) + log3/2(n) 
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Figure 2. Chebyshev coefficients for the iterated exponential function. Unlabelled 
curve: Exact a~, ub. The + (top), × and o label the asymptotics up to and including 
log- 1/2 (n), log -3/2 (n) and log -5/2 (n), respectively. 
Because fsub(e) has Gevrey order zero, its power series coefficients diverge rather slowly as 
exp(n log log(n)) instead of the usual exp(n log(n)), i.e., as n!. Similarly, its Chebyshev coefficients 
converge fast, almost as fast as the geometric onvergence Jan ~ exp(-constant n)] of a function 
free from singularities for e E [0, 1]; the difference is merely that n is replaced by n~ logl/2(n). 
3. A SUPERFACTORIAL  FUNCTION:  G = cc 
V•0 °° "Log-Gaussia~ Function" (ii) ( -A  log2(t)) exp dt fsuo(e; A) ~ 1 + et T 
where A is a parameter. By expanding (1 + et) -1, one obtains the usual "moment" integrals for 
the power series coefficients which can be evaluated exactly by the substitution t = exp(u). 
-nhSUp = exp . (12) 
Thus, the power series coefficients diverge as Gaussians of n rather than factorials, which are 
proportional to exp(Gn log(n)) where G is the Gevrey order. 
It is useful to define the abbreviations 
n 1 
u =-- (4A)' z = log(v)' # = loglog(u), (13) 
P0 = -4A, Pl = 2 - 8A + 8A#, p2 = 2# - 4Art 2. (14) 
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Figure 3. Chebyshev approximations of 0 th JR0 only], 1 st, and 2 nd orders for the "log- 
Gaussian" function (A = 1). The exact coefficients are graphically indistinguishable 
from the 2 nd order approximation (unlabelled curves). 
The method of steepest descent then gives 
2uz exp {poz -2 +p lz  -1 +p2 ÷""  }. (15) la Upl ~ + 2u + 1 
The stationary point of the integrand is t8 ~ u2z2{1 + 2z(# - 3/(8A))}. Figure 3 shows that 
the full approximation is very close to the true Chebyshev coefficients for all n; the difference is 
distinguishable only as a slight thickening of the middle curve. 
The important point is that because the power series for this function is "superfactorial," the 
Chebyshev coefficients decrease more slowly than exp(-constant n r) for any r > 0. The leading 
term in the asymptotic series, equation (13), is exp(-4Alog2(n)), which for large n decreases 
very slowly indeed. 
4. THE METHOD OF STEEPEST DESCENT 
The first challenge is a suitable integral representation for the coefficients. For Stieltjes func- 
tions, the trick is to exploit their integral definition, equation (6), by expanding the denominator 
as a power series or Chebyshev series [5,6]: 
aPn = (-1)n2 qn(t) dr, n > 0. (16) 
This form is ideal for steepest descent because the integrand has a single maximum on the 
integration interval at the "saddle point" ts, and this increases with n, allowing p(t) and q(t) to 
be replaced by their large-t asymptotics [8]. 
The second challenge is to obtain an asymptotic expansion for ts(n) by solving the equation 
dI ?7 = 0 where I(t; n) is the integrand of equation (16). For the Chebyshev coefficients of a Stieltjes 
function, the saddle point is the root of 
i 1{  dlog(p)÷ 1 } t 3/2 1 ÷ ~ d-----~- ~-~ = n. (17) 
The complication is that for all three asymptotic series derived here, the saddle point approxi- 
mation has the form 
CO 
ts (n) ~ log(n) - to log log(n) + Z tj log - j  (n) (18) 
j=l 
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where the coefficients of the infinite series are polynomials  in log log(n). The prototype is the 
"Lambert  W-funct ion" which solves exp(t) t  = n [9]. The trick is to expl ic it ly rewrite the expo- 
nential  of the first two terms as n log  - t°  and then match powers of z -= 1 / log(n) .  This matching 
(and Newton's  i terat ion) both fail [9] from a first guess of log(n) alone. (For the " log-Gaussian" 
function, one must  set t = exp(2u) to get a "Lambert- l ike" series in u.) 
5. OPEN PROBLEMS 
The main conclusion might seem to be: the slower the divergence of a power series, the faster 
the convergence of the corresponding Chebyshev series. The t ruth  is more subtle. The function 
exp( -1 /e )  has a power series of u l t imate rapidity:  every coefficient is zero! Nevertheless, its 
Chebyshev coefficients are proport ional  to exp( -3n  2/3) [2]. One can prove that  a nontr iv ial  power 
series which diverges very fast must impose some restr ict ions on how rapidly the corresponding 
Chebyshev series can converge, but  deriving a useful bound on the power series coefficients from 
the Chebyshev coefficients is impossible xcept for restr icted classes of functions. We are stil l far 
from a complete theory of Chebyshev series for functions that  are singular at an endpoint ,  but 
inf initely differentiable there. 
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